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Fire�y Metal �ower wall Art Decoration
(16.5inch)
 2 reviews

FIREFLY

$14.99

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

VINTAGE WALL DECORATION: Light weight but sturdy metal �ower wall
decor.
HANDMADE: They are made of sturdy metal and powder-coated. Every
�ower is handmade and unique in the world.
WIDELY APPLICATION: Perfect for indoor and outdoor, this is a must-have
for any home. They can be hung indoors or outdoors, looks perfect in the
bathroom, kitchen, living room, bedroom,kid's room,of�ce, study or garden.
AWESOME GIFT: This �ower wall art decor will be a great gift for Mother
Day, Wedding, Housewarming,Thanksgiving Day or Christmas.
GREAT SERVICE: Each sold separately. And please permit little color
difference existing in each production lot, thanks for your understand! If you
have any question, please let us know and our customer service team will
make it right.
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Angelslaf

Just what I expected!!
I bought these colorful �owers to hang on our pool deck to add a little
cheery decor to the area. It’s not a very big deck, so these will be perfect!
They are exactly what I wanted. Beautifully painted, with a sturdy
thickness to the metal. Please note that the description of one of them
says its purple, but it is actually pink!! It didn’t look purple in the link, and
I was hopeful it was actually pink!! Very pleased with my purchase!

A
08/07/2020

 
Travis

Awesome!
Love it really nice quality.

T
08/07/2020
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